Will your class section have an associated non-enrollment component (LAB, DIS, etc.)?

No

Your associated class number should match your section number. Examples:
- LEC: 004, Associated Class Number: 4
- SEM: 210, Associated Class Number: 210
- FLD: 106, Associated Class Number: 106

Yes

Will students be able to choose from any LEC and any DIS or LAB?

Yes

Your associated class number should be the same for all the sections. Example:
- LEC 401, Assoc Class: 1
- LEC 402, Assoc Class: 1
- LEC 403, Assoc Class: 1
- LAB 801, Assoc Class: 1
- LAB 802, Assoc Class: 1
- LAB 803, Assoc Class: 1
- LAB 804, Assoc Class: 1

No

Will students be limited to a specific set of LEC/LAB/DIS groups?

No

Your associated class numbers should match the associated class number assigned to the LEC (or enrollment component). Example:
- LEC 401, Assoc Class: 401
- LAB 801, Assoc Class: 401
- LAB 802, Assoc Class: 401
- LEC 402, Assoc Class: 402
- LAB 811, Assoc Class: 402
- LAB 812, Assoc Class: 402

Yes